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SHORT REPORT:
On May 25th, Karunya institute of technology and sciences along with the department of
Robotics engineering organized a webinar exclusively for teachers and parents (adults) on the
subject Cyber Crime Awareness.
The Webinar was open to the public and approximately 257 people(Different school teachers
& parents of various states) were in attendance. The required promotions were done for the
event using various social media platforms with videos and posters. Mailed the content and
the requirements to attend the meeting to school EMail.
Nowadays, the most used thing sitting at our home,in our fingertips due to this pandemic is
nothing but "THE INTERNET", the most highlighted word.

In the past few years, according to the digital sector, there has been so much spike in the
usage of the internet due to the excessive amount of human needs.
Be it banking sectors, shopping, industrial sectors or even any sort of government platforms
(online portals).And we are all aware that it's totally digitized.
The IT sectors (MNC's) are very much appreciating the profit of working from home(
Various conferences, meetings and Webinars which certainly requires video and voice call
preferences.
Obviously we have the pros and cons on this topic. We know the advantages because we all
are making the best use of it! But when it comes to disadvantages, we do not take up the
proper precautions on the negative side of the web. To talk on this Crucial subject about
cyber security awareness,against cyber crimes which are eminent nowadays we had,
Mr.Leo Gertrude David,
Head of Department, Visual communication,
Kumaraguru College of Liberal Arts and Science, Coimbatore.
- Approved Cyber crime Volunteer ( Expert level) by the Ministry of Home affairs.
- Cybercrime Volunteer team- Coimbatore Cyber crime police station.
- Certified Cyber crime intervention officer.
International Experience in handling subjects Cyber security, awareness and forensic.
He presented the topic with various slides including awareness, crimes and solutions to
overcome them. The webinar was an eye opener to all the participants as the current news on
cyber crimes were shared and talked about. He shared about different types of cyber crimes
and also gave a glimpse about the psychology of teenagers and their propensity to explore
and exploit the internet, especially the dark side.
The overall outcome of the webinar was very insightful and triggering content.
During the conference, attendees shared opinions, thoughts and suggestions for consideration
during the event. Then, following a structured process of brainstorming and information

exchange, participants in the session were allowed to share their queries in the chat box with
related Questions and solutions.
At the conclusion of the webinar, the feedback was collected as the G-form link was
presented to the entire group in attendance in the chat box to receive their respective Ecertificates through the mail(automatically generated).
Finally, appreciation to the Department organizers for making the best out of this event and
completing it successfully with positive remarks. Very honourable to have the guest speaker
share his insightful cyber crime awareness content to the public and for spending his valuable
time for the webinar on request.

OUTCOME:
The participants were enlightened about the Cyber crimes happening around the world. They
also gained knowledge on the perspective of Security issues related to cyber crimes safety.
PHOTOS:

TOTAL REVENUE GENERATED:
Nil

